
CHAP.r-.· o;;,;:E-..R .. - --•__..V 

Dictionaries often throw interesting sidelights on grammatical . -

issues, t~ting the~ pp_for discussion in fairly non~technical 

terms. Most dictionaries, however, de nothing ~Pore th.an define 

common grammatical terms, sometimes with examples. aut then the 

definitions and their attending examples to be found in the 

¢lict!onaries are none the less important because dictionaries are 
. . . . . . ' 

more consulted by people in expressional troubles than grammar 

books. some d~ction~ies do j~st more than give definitions and 

examples. For example, the Longman Diction§EY (1984 s 1761-4) 

has a ~11hole sectic:m devoted to 11 'l'en vexed points" .in English 

gramm~. Justification for bringing in dictionaries under the 

puJ:View of the present study l_ies in th,e J:.act that even a ve;rr 

sophisticated and recent book on tense by Declerck (1991 ' 107) 

makes a profitable use of the lexical explanation of ·the ter.m 
:: ' 

I after' in eXamining the after-clauses • 

. . . For. our purpose we will take up £or di.scus:;;ioQ some .of t.he 

well.-known and widely used dictionaries _; Oxford Engli!!!. 
h-. Dictionary (1933); . ~an Dictionary of the English Languacae 

(,l9e4) ;. oxford Advanceo Learner• s Dictionary _(;J.989); _Collins 

Cobuild EnglishLanguase Dictiong.rx; (l.~87); aJ1dWebster•s New 

'l'wentieth~Century Dictionarl ef the English Language (1951), 

henceforward _abbreviated as the OED, the IiOEL, the OAlD, the 



CCELD, and the WNTCD respectively• Since all of them except the 

CCELD adopt a traditional approach to the meaning of the pas~ 

perfective, and since the CCELD, as we will see presently, has 

a new explanation to offer, we may divide this chapter in~o two 

sections. The first will discuss the QEI;), the :Q:JE~, the OAIO, 

and the WNTCD, and the second, the CCELD• 
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The OE~ (1933) has, inter alia, the following definition.of 

and the data about the past perfective which is styled· • . .J?luperfect• 

in.the Dictionary a 

1. Gram. Applied to that tense of the verb which --. expresses a t.ime. or action completed prior tO some 
past point of time, specified· or implied;. •••. ~824. 

" ' 

L • .. MU~Y .Enij• ~ .(ed. 5) 1.~24 
The Pluperfect Tense represents a thing, not only 

. as . past, :but . al'so as prior to 'some other. point oif· 

time. specified in t.he sentence· '·as, • I had finished' 
my· letter l:>efore he arrived• •••• 1879 ROBY .lJat. Gram. 

,,·-~·~·.· 

IV. XVII ~1467 . The. Pluperfect denotes an action 
in · past time, done before another past action. 

(Vol. VII; P• 1025) 

I:t is eviden:t from i;he extract al:x>ve that the OED trea-t;;s the past 

per;fec::t_ive from the pr~hodox viewpoint which l'lolds that the 

business of '.had + pa~t part:.l.ciple •. is .to ,indip~t~ ~n event. prior 

to..~other .event in. the. past. Since Latin graJn1llar 1 .. a~ i~ clear 

from the closing sentence ot the citation above, holds. the same 

view. of tl}e past perfective, we may safely conclude that t).le 

orthodox view of the past perfective is Latinate in nature. what 



is mQre important he.re is that the OED does not ass~gn t.o the. 
,;. 

past Perfective any other business. 

';L'he ~CD U.9Sl) follows the OEP track and hae littl~ new 

to add. The entry on 'plup~rfect• in wmcp readsc 

I. a. In grammar denoting tha~ an. action or event 

took place previous to another past action or 
even-t. 

(Vol• l:J: • · 1296) 

we may here note .in passim the entries on •past perfect• and 

'pluperfect9 in w~~ster's New world Dictionary (1972) and~ 
. . . . . ~ . . . . - . . . ' 

k!ebster• s ·D.ictionar~ of the English Langua9e (1981) respectively. 

While the former (henceforward abbreviated as WNWD) almost 

repeats tt:e WNTCD, th~. latter. (h.encefqrth abbreviated as NWD) 

baulks the importance of the two times (the one · • past • and the 

other • more past')· so much talked of by all g.x;ammarians. 

The WNWD·definition of •past perfect is a 

a tense .indicating an action 

or state as completed before 

a specified or implied time in 

the pastt pluperfect. 

(p. 1040·) 

It cap .be observed that this aefini·ti9n is. more comprehensive 

than. that given in WNTCD (195'-) becausE? it, like .the OED df?fini

t.ion, qualifies the • time' in the past, and WN'l'C.D does not. 
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The NWO definition, on the other hand, is rather· simplistic: 

Applied to that tense of a verb_which 
denotes that an action was finished at a 

certain period b1 the past •••• 
(J?. 1046} 

This approach of the NWD clearly has all the limitations that 

-the lPEL approach has. Besides, the NWD defines 0 past tense• 

almost in the-same way as it does 'pluperfect• : 

Past tense, !!• gram., one of the forms of 

a verb ind:i.c'ating action or state' of being 

that_ is past o-r took place in the past. 

(p. 1086) 

These NWD defini ticm.s tend to' equate • I read Lord of- the Flies 

i;n 1955• wi~h 1 I )lad read. lord of the Flies in 1955', end therefore 

are likely to create confusion. or, if we say that these defini

tions are tOO-~impl,istic to be taken sefiO~sly, we Will admit_ 

that.the NWP_ her~ at least falls short of the image of the dic

tiona~y it has contemplated a 

In a ··language that. does. not have or ~ .. "'~t a 
' ' . 

lang1..1age academy, it is the function of the 
dictionary not merely to record usage, but 

to present it discriminatingly,· for· the 
guidance of those who wish to be guided 

along paths of the ''best•• (which in ef~ect 
means the most effective) usage. 

(p. xvJ 



In hi·s 'Foreword• to the IDEL (1984) Randolph Quirk 

observes a "~ood dictionaries p.r:;oceed from a controlled interac

tion of tradition an.d innova~ion •••• ~he present volume has 

achieved a superb balance ...... This. ~balance' in respect of 

(the definition of ) the past perfective is riot all 'that manifest. 

Thus goes the LOEL (1984) definition of the past perfective : "of 

or being a verb tense· (e. g. had finished). that expresses completion 

of an action at or before a past time" (p. 1074). This definition,. 

it· i's clear, offers two possible meanings of the past perfective a 

the- first, that it (the past perfect) expresses •completion of an 

action• AT- • a past t1me•, and the second, that- it expresses 

•completion of c;tn action' :SEFORE • a past time'-· There is little_ 

to say about the second alternative e~cept that it is an orthodox 

or traditional' view of the past pe;fective_adopted by many 

grammarians. The first_ ,~lt~rna:ti:ve_, however,_ is a trifle confusing . . . , . . . . . ' 

because comp;J.etion 9f cw action~ a past time may be~ndicated 

by t_he past sirople as wel~~ as .in '·I ~~~te t!'le letter the day 

before y~sterday• o l3esides, .the first alte;rnative rules ·out the 

difference between 1 I wrote the letter before he came•, and'~ 
had written the letter before he- came'_ so rn,uc;::h so that according 

to th.is alternative i;:he simple past and-the past perfective become 

virtually synonymous. 

The OAID (19S9) is rather tacit al:.)out the us'e of • had' 

although the entry on 'pluperfect• in the dic~ionary clearly tells 

us that the pluperfect or the past perfective is used 



expressing an action completed before a 

particular point in the past •••• 
••• (in.English ~~and a past ·participle, as in 

'As ·he haa'not received my letter, he did not . -.... ~ 

· come• )' ••••. 
I 

(p. 963) 

What is surprising is that the entry on • hang' has an illustra

tion which does not. abide by the give~ rule of 'J?luperfect'. (and 
\ :· 

as 

its attendii:lg example) just referredto :"The eroject had h~ 

~.:a_re for several l'e;ars because of lack of funds" (,P. 566). 'I'he 

objection we can leve·l against th.i.s example is that there is no 

context ·here to provide us,with the i~forrnation regarding an 

anterior past event ... l'-1oreoyeJ:, if • l~ck of fUild$' implies a state 

event then.it. is clea~ that the use.of the past perfective here 

is· rather paraQ.oxic:al, if not wrori.9• For, fiist there was the 

lack of funds ana then the project" "11ungi fire. 'fhe other way 
'' 

to keep I had1 Wllere it iS in' the! e~ample iS tO rc;gard it as the 

so•called non-factual past perfective which we have already 

discus~ed in. the f iist ~ection of the prev ~ous chapter'; but iD 

that case the sentence. Ttlould hardly carrY any -,sensew .. 

Anothe~ .~trangce. use. Of the past p~rfective in the OAI.P is 
~· 

to b~ found inf\ ex~ple given under the. entry on • onlooker• 

(P. 864), : By the time the ambulance had arrived, a .,crowd of 
\ ' .. ' . . ., '\ . - .. 

2,!!1ookers had gathered. 'I'he OAID definition Qf the past perfective 

does not ~uide. us int.o the understanding of the role of the past 

perfective used in the sentence. 'I'he factual implication of the 
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sen~ence is that the gathering of the crowd took place before 

the arrival of the ambulance. And if this implication is taken 

for granted, it is very difficult to see why 'had ar~ived' sho.uld 

not be simply • arrived' unless we have recourse to Jespersen• s 

(193~ a 83) tentative postulate that one past perfective in a 

sentence may 'induce• an9ther in it. 

The treatment of the past perfective in. the _CCEID _(1987) is 

worth examining at least for two reasons. ; first, the _Piction:ary 

professes to be specially updated and factual in registering 

the u.sage; and secondly~ it offers· a ne:ti' ~planation of the use 

of • had• - an explanation which is not even mentioned ~ the 

t'lhole range 'of grammatical literat.ure on the English langl,lage. 

' . . . 

__ Let us first q{UOte the _relevant portion of the claim that 

forms the • ,tntroduction• of the. CCELD i 

For the first time, .a. dictionary nas ·been compiled 

by· the thorough examination of .a reprE;!sentative 

group of English texts, spoken and written, running 

to many mi-llions -of words •• •• The words came from 
books, ,magazines, newspapers• ·pemphletsi leaflets;· 

, conversatiqns, radio and television broadcasts ~ ••• 
The aim was-to· provide-a fair representation of 

,. 

contemporary English ••.• ~ The- user can ::thus' be 

confident that' tbe examples display the language 

as .it is used ·-· •• usage cannot be invented, it 

can only b~ recordea. 
(p. XN) 



••• examples from real usage are prtmary evidence 
and complement the secondary evidence of the 
explanation. 

Grammars can. produce structures which are quite 
correct, but which are not at all likely to occur. 

(p. XVII) 

••• it Cthe CCEUJ.] is a description of what the 
language is like at the present time. 

(p. x~x~> 

Wi~h regard to usage, correctness and related 
matters of. style ..... We have . adoptecf a slightly

conservative· Pc>sition. U"le hope that· the language 
:presente~ in tl;lis book is. ab~ve all r~~iable, not 
dated nor markedly avant-garde, not unusual "to the 
kind 'of person' we think of as. an. average user. 

(p. XX) 
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It is.int~;-esting th:at, in spite.ot a~l these commendable claims-
. . . . . 

especially, despite the claim of adqpting 'a slightly 'conserva-

tive position• - the· CCEw·. entrY' on ~ has something very new 

to offer; 

The form. had is used to ir.td~cate 2~1 .that an 
~ 

action or situation occurred at' a 'previous time • 
. liad ·is oft~m' used ~he~ the. clause· in ··~Elich it - .: ,' ... ' 

occurs· is less important. than another clause 
nearby• EQ He· had ·~known her .:for two years· :before 
he p_;;opgsed • •• •~ By ·1950 more' than half.· the land 

had·· been cleared _Jor pasture • • • • 2. 2 that you are 



' ~ ,., 

reporting what someone said or. felt in th~ .past. 
EG qfficials said that Jaean had a2reed to 

restrict car shipments for three year~ .• ~· .• _ .' 

(p.-' 666) 
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The first part of 2.1 explanation ("that en action or situation 

occurred at a previous time" J and the whole of 2. 2 indeed betray 

the •conservative position• a the :former be~g an ort;.hoaox 

generalisation and the_ latter an application·of that gener-alisa. 

tion in what is commonly known as 'indirect narration•. What;. 

stt'ikes ·the reader as novel i.s the second part of 2.1 ~plana

tion wherein it is observed that had is 'often used when the -
clause in t'lhich it occurs is less important th~ another clause 

nearby' (underlining mine). None of the writer·s on the Engl~sh 
. '' .• 

language ·has taken this viewpoint into consideration. Nor _is it 

a happy. expl9nation. Fo.r in a sentence l~ke 'l'he eatienJ. had died 

before the doctor came, it wquld not be very logical to. mainta,in 

that the firf)t claus~ is_ lep:;:;_irnportant th~the second. Wl'lil~ 

gr-arians and _ling\}ist~ hav~ said a lot ~out th~. phel)omenon of 

-I stress~ or 'emphasis• in _a g.iv~n sentence,, the~y have- ~ormally 

refrained· from specifying any particular grammatical c~tegorf (in 

this case1 '!::he !)aS~. perfective) making for tl:le ;importance of a 

particular clause over the .others ip a sentence. 

'J;'he CCEIP entry on. 'plupe-F:f:~ct • r.. while· bej.ng. orthodox and 

clear. does not match' with what t'ie have called the new explanation 



under the entry ~· The pluperfect, as the ~CELO puts it, 

is the te~ used in grammar for the tense 
o£ a verb describing actions that w$~e 
completed in the past before another event 

in the past • • • C e. g• ..J she • d e a.ten them 
before I arrived. 

(~. 1103) 
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since •had' is a kind of tool used in the case of the pluperfect 

or the· past perfective, it is not clear· how the past perfective 

can at the ~arne' time imply :both an anterior past event and a less 

important event. 

Another important point to note about the CCELO; treatrnen~ 

of the past perfective is that nothing is said of the interchang~ 

ability of the past Perfective a~d the simple past, altAough t~ere 

are ex6mples in ·the dictionary: of positing past within past wi~h9Nt· 

the use. of the past ~rfective, relying .solely on the past simple. 

I.et us consider the entry on •before• ; 

:;t~ ·chere is a· period of time or if several things 
are done befo%'e· something happens,· it takes that 

' ' ' 

amount· of· time· or effort for this- thing to happe,n. 
EG Adozen iaeas were considered and rejected• 

- 1 -

~efore he finally hit on·the elan. 
(p• llS) 

, I. 

Frt;:)rn th~ <:ontent of the exaJT~ple cited it is c~ear that though· 

th~J::'e it? sufficient time·g~p between tne two_ pa$t event.s, • bad~• 

is not used in referring to the anterior past ev~ntC! Indeed, one 
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migh ask the question ' what could be the difference between 
- . ; . . 

• A dozen ideas were considered and rejected ·- ~·· and 'A dozen 

ideas had been considered and .Jiejected •·• ~ • n? Thi$ is a question 

we will turn to a moment later. 

Apropos of the.clabns put forward in the 'Introduction• 

of the CCELP, one is left with the only-alternative that the past 

perfective. :may sit in the less important clause in rather modern 

or•eonternpora.ry• usage. :eut the sample suriey we have carried 

o:ut of the usage of ~l)e past. perf~ct:i,ve ~:tr, different levels,. as 

well as the theoretical.position of the past perfective discussed 

at length in Chapter. r.:r, does not corroborate such a possibility. 

_final~y, . the QCEW, in spite of its purported thoroghnes~, 

wholly omits the • non•f actual'. pas~ perfective, which '!rle have .. 

discussed in Chaptei~ IV. should l-re, then.- come to the conclusion 

that the past Ferfective in the befo.te•clause - l'!lhich J.s di~.;.. 

cuss~d at .length by Declei:Clt (l979b), .apd tquob.ed, upgn by Quii:~ 

e~ ~1 (1985 1 1020) ~.is wholly non•existent in modern or good 

usage? 

It may perhaps not be irrelev:ant ·here to. rep;rod1Jce ver:b.atim 

a- ·part of the re~ponse of Gill francis, senior Grammarian, 

Cobuild, :to the present author's q\l.eries in connexion \'l.'ith the 

CCELD treatment of the past perfective. 



The following queries were sent to John M. Sinclair, 

Editor in Chief of the CC:ELDI 

COBUIW observes that • Had is often used when the -
clause in which it occurs· is less important than 

another clause nearby. E9 He had known her for 
two ~ars before he :eropgsE!d • ...... (p. 666). 
But, Com:erehensive Grammar (Quirk et al, 1985) and 

'l'ense (Declerck, 1991 J as well as many other books -
on Englis~ ~~ammar and usage I have consulted do 
not have a single word on this point41 I would be 

grateful if you could kindly let me knolit the 

source coBUIID has-used in,rn9king the point. l& 

it pragmatically possible to 'regard the news about 
the ·death of a patie,nt as less important than that 

about the coming of the doctor in a· sentence like . . . 

"'l'he patient had died . .bef~re the. doctor carne••? 
' ' 

2. In the COBUILD entry on 'before•, the example 
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given is a 8dozen ideas were·considered and· 

rejected before he finally hit on the plan •. (.P• 115') 

that would-be the difference, if any, if the 
sentence.is·recent into "A dozen ideas had .been 

considered •·• • '' ? 

3. What Quirk· et al and Declercl~ refer to as. •.non

£ actual'· past perfective in a sentence like I · -
saw him before he had . seen me · (see· Quirk et al, 

P• 1020 a xerox of which is enclosed herewith) 

has not been taken into account in the COBUILD . . ,. ' . ' . . . ' . ' ... 

entry on •·had•. Since COEUIW aims· to ''provide· 
. ' . 

a fair representation of contemporary English"•· 

may we take it that the •non.u.factual• or •para

doxical' past perfective :Ls_not likely to occur 
in good English or in English now? · · · · ' · · 

. · · (see Appendix-I~~) 



Reproduced below is the reply given by Gill Francis, on 
behalf of John M• Sinclair., who takes up the queries in turn: 

1~ CCEID ·says that • had' is often ·used when the clausE:l 

in which it occurs is less iil!Portant than another 

clause nearby_. I agree with you that thi.s i~ perhaps 

overstated, and probably does not.~pply to th~ example 

•· he -ha<:1 known. :ner for two~ ye 9,~s ~ :P_e~~J;e .. 11e l(~opo$$d • 
since here the 'had' clause is the. main clause and 

the 'before• clause is subordinate, Ne~'IT and important 

information is. more likely to be encoded in .a main 
' ' 

clause than a subordinate clause. Where there are 

t;~o'\10 co-ordinated G:lauses however,· as in the example 

'people have already forgotten-. or had until last 

Tuesday', the 1 have' clause is signalled as more 

important, since one of the functions of the present 

perfect is· to express relevance to the present time. 

2., You ask what is the difference between • a dozen 

ideas'were considered and rejected before he firiall:y 

hit on a plan' and •a dozen ideas had been considered 

•• ., • I think there is not much difference, but perhaps 

,l.n the second formulation, the information in the main 

clause is encoded as slightly less relevant than in the 

first formulation. 

3.- The· non-factual past perfective of Quirk etc. 
Quirk seems to be very tentative about this, sayj.ng · 

only that the sentence 'I saw him before he had seen· 
me• appears to be paradoxical as the second in a 

seql:.ence of events is marked by • had' and that the:refore 

the 'before' clause MAY·be non-factualc. so I '"'ent to the 

corpus- I looked at lO,OOO'lines of clauses with past 

perf~ct tense and found only t~e enclosed ~8 lines where 

it comes in a 'before• clauseo I think you will agree 

that none of them are 1 non~factual• in Quirk's sense, 



because the event in the 'before• clause did take place. 

so yes1 ·I" think you. may take it that Quirk's •non.-· 

factual' past perfect is not likely to occur. There 
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IS a non-factual·, past perfect, exemplified by clauses· · 

like · 0 she had hoped her· money would last until· the end of 
the week' (see.p. 252 of the Cobuild grammar) which 

clearly signals that the money did not last, bllt .this· is 

not what Quirk rneanso ' 

(see Appendix -IV) 

Gill Francis e s repll-~ iEl interesi;ing not merely because of its 

refutation of a part of the QCELD hypothesis regarding the 

functional meaning_ of the past perfective but also for t\'.ro other 

reasons: first, Fr·ancis' s nebulous di:fferentiati·on between 'a 

dozen ideas v.1ere considered • ••. 1 and • a dozen ideas had been . '. . . . . . ' . . . . . 

considered • ••. •, second, her ass~rtion that • non-factual' past 

perfective is not likely to pccur. 

To take up the first of thes~ two important reasons, Gill 

Francis• s po,stulate that in a dozen ideas had been considered •·•. 

"the information in :the main clause ;f.s encoded as slightly less 

relevant thap. ~n the first formulation {.- a dozen ideas w.ere 

consider.~d ~ •••. J seems to be as dUbious as the CCEI.D hypothesis 

that the past perfective is often used when -t;;he clause in which 

it occurs :19 less important. than another clatxse nearby. (rrhis 
I . • h.C?,pjy 

hypoethesis, l:lowever, is refuted by Gill Francis in her ~). · 
1\ 

unfortunately, Gill Francis has not cared to discuss how this 
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special semantic effect ("the information in the main clause 

is encoded as slightly less relevant •. • • ") is achieved. The 

confusion becomes even greater .if we ask whether Francis's 

postulate could be applied to such other cases of 1 backshifting• 

with the help of 'had been• as in zandvoort•s (1975 • 63) 

examples -- I was told that twent~ aeroplanes had been shot down 

~· da:y before and I· asked ~. how long the man had beem uncon

scious. It is really impossible to see. that in the examples cited --. . . . . 

just now the information. in the. clauses tal~ing. had be:m are 1 less 

re-l-evant• ~ siw.ilarly, Francis's hypothesis would fail to do 

justice to leech's (1991 : 336) example : The prisoner w.a.! 

rele.ased after. he had been inJ2E~n for several·yearso 

Equally worth considering is Gill Francis's remark that the 

non-factual past perfective is not likely to occur in good English 

or English notrh Francis grounds h,.e\?, observation on the Cobuild 

Corpus (to which we will return in the following' chapter) which, 

according to her, doe$ not vouchsafe the existence of the non-' 

factual pas~ perfectiveo The quanda.l:'Y: 'is that 'if we take Francis Is 

view for granted, we hav.e to que'stion the utility of discussing 

the non-factual past perfective in modern English grammar. .:tt 

becomes all the more piquant. when IriS' ~ee that Geoffrey Leech, one 

of the writers of g£ffif2rehen.~ive Grammar (Quir~ et al a 1985), 

decla+es in a letter to the present author ; ";J: have never nOticed 

this use of the past perfect before, a~d I suppose it is rare, or 



even becoming obsolete ••• ~•· (see Appendix II)o 

we may here briefly look into the treatment of the past 

perfective in collins 'cobuild Engli.sh Grammar (henceforth abbre• 

viated as Cobuild Grammar). Although this discussion should have 

figured in Chapter II of the present study, we have deferred it 

until now not only'oecause Cobuild Grammar is one of the two 

companion volumes of CCEI.P but 9lso be.cause we want to juxtaw.se 

·the dictionat~y with the· grammar. 

Cobuild Grammar, as is clear from its 'Introduction•, is -.-;;;;..;;;;;.;.;;;;--. ....... .-_ 
fairly ambitious : 

The information in this book is taken from a long 

and careful ~tudy of present~day English. Many 

millions of words from speech and writing have been 
' . . . 

gathered toget:Q.er in a computer and analyzed ..... It 

is the fi'rst grammar of its kind ••• ~ · This grammar· 

attempts to make accurate statements about E~glish •. '!'. 

Despite its attempt to "produce a grammar of real Englisb- the 

English that people speak and write" (p. X), Cobuild Grammar. 
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unfortunat.ely fails to pres'?nt. a ti<.'ly case for the past perfective. 

The formula for the past perfective, ·as. em~ci~~ed '.in Section 

5. 3 7, is quite. tr adi t.ional : "If you want ·to talk a}:)out a .past· 

ey~nt;. or situation tbat occurred before a particular time in the 

past1 you use the past perfect" (p. 252). One of the examples 

given under this Section is ~Y dusk tear ~as had spread throu~ 
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the south campus. Even if we assume that there is another past 

event implied here subsequent to the spread of tear gas, the 

example becomes questionable when we place it beside another 

example of the ilk given in Section 5.41 1 It.all happened a long 

:E:rne ago (p. 253). Why, we might ask, not "It· all had hawened 

.~ ... or 11 By dusk tear gas·spread ···" 1 

The hiatus between precept and.example can·be noticed in 

the last example under ~ection 5.37 of Cobuild Grammar (p. 252) : 

I detesteg_anx for.m e£ games and had.always managed to avoid 

children• s parties. It is not clear here t.\7h.Y the past perfective 

is used in respect of an event that really succeeds another past 

event. Besides, if the detestation of any form of games and the 

avoid~ce of chi~dren•s parties are to be regarded as simulta

neous activities, then why should not the simultaneity be expressed 

at least by the past simple throughout? The on1y way to justify 

the appositeness of the ~xample in relati9n to the definition of 

the. past perfective given under Section 5.37 is to see t~e sentence 

. as a reported speech in indirect narration : for example, the 

reported speech in t~e conversion from I said, 11 I detest an:z 

form of games and have always mana~ed to avoid children's parties" 

to I said that I DETESTED. • • • and HAD always • '•. • J:lut this kind 

of 1 .backshif:ting• is not the subject-matter of section 5.37 of 

Cobuild Grammar. Another untidy example of the type we have 

discussed just now is the one given under section R 102 1 Murrax 

had resented the changes I had made (p •. 456). Qgbuild Grammar, 

in its treatment of the past perfective, appears to be somewhat 
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simplistic. 

over against the •rule' regarding the use of the past 

perfective (as given in section 5.37 of c_.ob_.u.i.ld--G~r.ammar), we can 

posit some examples used elsewhere in the book and show how often 

a rift bet1.'1een theory and practice lies camouflaged under the 

apparently faithful description of the issue. The following 

·examples from Cobuild Grammar .(pp •. 344-6.) do defy the generalised 

rule laid down in the beginning of section 5.37 (p. 252)a 

1. He was detained last Monday ~fter he returned 
from a business trip from overseas. 

2. He mentioned his plans to her early one morning, 
' , . . .. 

before he left for the paddy fields. 

3. When old Thrussel died, his widow came to me and 
said that he wished to be buried in the churchyard. 

4. They heard voices as soon as they pushed open the 
door. 

Cobuild Grammar has not cared to offer anY expl9nation for 

the absence of the past perfective in these examples, although 

in each of them we have at least two past events. It may, however, 

seem from the information contained in the examples that Cobuild 
' ,, ' ' . . . . ' .~-

Grammar wishes to imply that in cases of close succe.ssion of 

events (in the past), vie can simply use the simple p6E»t•. ~ut a 

relieving. aS!~ump:tion .. like this i~ set ... at nctUg~t by such example 

as The moment Stagg had finished, he lmd the other two scientists 

were subjected to a barrage of questions (p. 346) in which case 
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we have a close succession of two events in the past and the clear 

use of the past pe,:fective to indicate the earlier one. 

Finaily, Qebuild Grammar has not taken into account 'the 

CCEID postulate that the past perfective -( 1 had') is often used 

"when '_the c'lause in which it occurs is less important thari another 

c1ause nea·rby11 (GCEW a 666). And in doing so, it has made the· 

CCELO postulate look even more awkward. 

- In conclusion,- we -would like to reproduce Johri Sinclair's 

prefatory, remarks (CCEW -: 1987) which seem relevant in .the dis

cussion_ of the p~t perfective in genepal· -and the non-faetual · 

past -perfective in particular. sinclair .is, talking about ·usage 

and;authoritythe-battle between which 'seems.never ending: 

'l'hese concepts must support each other or_ no-one 
will respect either of them. If their close relation.;. 
-ship-breaks down, -and· au-thority is- not- backed up by 

usage, than no-one wi-ll respect it• It will be seen --

_as unrealistic, ar.bitrary,-old-fa~hioned and a 

bar.tiel( te> f~ee expression~ 

.Similarly, no-one will- respect usage if_ it is merely 
an uneCiitea record- of what people say anCi -write-~-- unless 

they have the- support of authority, people- wil-l l:>e 

un~le- to distingu~~h between good _and :Pad usage; 
-../, - -

it. will not -be possible to teach 'or- use- the language 
'·- v.rith any_ confidence. 'l'hose p~ople ~ •• 'will become' 

_quite upset if the _whims and fashions of usa,ge are 

.not tempered by some yardsti9k or standard. 
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One of the major points that the present study seeks to highlight 

is that thi~ needed balance ·~s glaringly laqking in the ease of 

the past pe;-fective in English. 


